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ReviewÂ .Frangipane di Mandorle, Pistacchi e Caramelle al
Cioccolato Description Sardonic duo Lorenzo Sileo and Antonio

Pierpaniello deliver a spicy frangipane filled with bitter chocolate
and orange. It’s an innovative take on the classic “Cioccolato
Frangi,” the dessert that’s not so much about sweetness as a
confrontation between bitter and sweet. With a dollop of bitter
orange sorbet, the frangipane turns into a delicious, irresistible
hybrid.Story highlights Attack is being investigated as possible

"murder," according to Russia's Interior Ministry Kremlin
spokesman says the death and injuries are a "tragic case"

Helsinki: A man and a woman remain in a critical condition in
hospital, according to Doctors without Borders Russia's Interior

Ministry said the attack was carried out by "saboteurs" A firebomb
attack in a shopping mall in the Russian city of Kaluga left two

people injured Sunday, Russian security officials and doctors told
CNN. The attack was being investigated as "murder," a

spokesman for Russia's Interior Ministry told CNN. The death and
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injuries are a "tragic case," according to Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov. Security officials said they believe a group of

saboteurs were behind the explosion. The explosion happened
just after midday (10 a.m. ET) at the Chemyashskoye Shopping

Center in Kaluga, about 150 kilometers south of Moscow.
Witnesses told CNN affiliate Rossiya 24 that the pair suffered from
shrapnel injuries and burns, and that some stores in the building

caught fire. The Investigative Committee, the country's top
criminal investigation body, said a man and a woman -- both in
their 20s -- remain in a critical condition in hospital. Witnesses

said a woman was being treated for third-degree burns and a man
was unconscious. The International Committee of the Red Cross
said it was in contact with the investigating authorities about the

two people injured and their medical conditions. Russian President
Vladimir Putin condemned the attack
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pdfprudentescomosepientesGuys, I think I'm going to get a tattoo
(hey, it's the least I can do since I've got this one). This is a pic of
Todd and his sister wearing their Steelers coat that they got for

Christmas last year. They were ecstatic about it. I can think of so
many ways to get tattooed that it's impossible to choose from --

but a Steelers tattoo would be my most obvious choice. I'll
probably ask Todd to have something subtle (maybe the Steelers'

fan logo), and I'll try to keep it under the shirt until it shows. I
would love to know how he and his sister feel about it. Apologies
for the poor quality. I wish I could have taken a better picture of
the center. Thanks for the pictures. I only have two decently, but

well, I made them. My father made "wish
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